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Za.' (t-m ) eshmated as :::: e , where a.'. is the trajectory slope, t the negative square of momentum transfer, and m the particle mass.
(c) Ambiguous zero-range components in the fixed-J potential become replaced by unambiguous short-range components in the Regge potential •.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Within a nuclear democracy governe.d by bootstrap dynamics all poles are of the Regge type, but partial bootstrap calculations for practical reasons more often than not compute the two-particle generalized potentials as if ~ they were generated by fixed-J poles communicating with crossed reactions.
'
Sometimes .this practice gives reasonably accurate results, but sometimes it is totally erroneous. Also, there are ambiguities associated with the zerorange components of fixed-J potentials. It is the purpose of this paper to elucidate the qualitativ,e conditions under which the use of fixed-J potentials is legitimate and to explain how the zero-ran.ge ambiguity is' removed if one understands the asymptotic behavior of Regge parameters. We also attempt to dispel a myth concerning the energy dependence of the Regge potential.
Our entire discussion is carried out within the framework of the new form of strip approximation, in which the dynamics requiring a potential '',is confined to the low-energy interval where bound states and resonances 1 are prominent. 1 As explained in reference 1, one cannot extend potential dynamics to the high-energy region without double-counting; but if high energies are dominated by Regge poles --as suggested by most experiments to date 2 --there may be no need for a detailed dynamics outside the low-energy strip.
To formulate .the strip approximation, it is supposed that the four-line connected part may be broken into two separately analytic parts:
A(s;t} = Vs(t, s) t As(s,t), . These requirements do not place ·an upper limit on · s 1 ; ·in .practice; however, one usually chooses s 1 ils low as possible so as to minimize the '.>; .
number of chaniiii,ls that must be included in ·the strip dynamics.
The functf~fl Vs(t, s) is. our .generali'zed potential; to be used' with multichannel two-parti~le.v~-discontinuity formulas inside the str~p. s <s_ 1 , r
' ..
Here. a.i (t) is the Regge trajectory and 'Vi (t) the reduced reffidue, while 13· is the appropriate ·element of the crossing matrix. The (%) sign in (II: 1.)
is determined by the signature of the trajectory.· ·The lower limit of the integral in (II: i) has been chosen to make the potential real for s < s 2 , so s 2 in principle might be set as low as the leading multiparticle threshold,
. . well inside -the strip. Multiparticle channels inside the strip, however, are better represented by unstable two-particle channels than through the Regge expansion, so it seems doubtful that one would ever want to choose s 2 · below , about s 1 /2. We shall set s 2 = s 1 for the purposes of the present discussion, thereby achieving a potential that is real (nt;mabsorptive} throughout the . * defined by analytic continuation. The result is *The pote~tial is:' matrix connecting all important tw~-particle channels;·.
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we are considerlf1k one (not necessarily dia'gon:al) element of the matrix.
v.s(t, s) =-""\"" J3. r.(t)
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III. THE CROSSED REACTION PARTIAL-WAVE EXPANSION OF THE POTENTIAL (II: 1' )
We have defined the potential associated with a particular Regge pole I: SO that at fixed t it is analytic within an ellipse in zt p~ssing through ., ' . -6-..
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We see that, as. expected, the potentia!' comp,onent V /(t) has a pole at 
This formula shares with Formula (ill:2) the properties of chief interest to us and has the advantage of being much !llore transparent.' Our problem then becomes a_. comparison of Formula (IV:2) with (ill: 3).
Evidently s~;me knowledge of the trajectory and reduced residue 
i' (tJoi)(t -tJoi).
• A rough formula has been given by Chew and Teplitz for the res5.due
yi (t)._, 0.
• I (t) 1 . "
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""ll" 0.; (t} lJ _-(t) (IV:6) Tb.e function. The second factor is harder to estimate and fn.ay in'. ~ome cas~s be importa . . . ntb but in sL"nple s:-nodels its val"iation v..rith. t fer · lt !. < t .is no zt::.-onger. ~:han. that:· o! factors already neglected. J is much slower than (IV: 1). · Of course one cannot rule out a strong variation with J fort-reaction potentials with complex structure.
A crude estimate of the Regge effect for small ltl. tberefore, is to reduce the .f~xed-J potential by a "form fa.cto!:' for s < s 1
• What we are suggesting is that a simple form factor may correct the most serious trouble with the f:i.xed-J potential for small lt ].
The potential is tb be inserted into dynamical equations--which still have to be solved befd.~e the low-energy amplitude is achieved. There will rarely be any need, therefore, to go beyond the leading physical value of J. The Pomeranchuk trajectory presents a special problem because the first physical J value, J = 0; has t' no t pole.associated with it. We shall deal elsewhere with this extremely important special case.
Ve BEHAVIOR OF THE POTENTIAL AT LARG;E Jt l
We have proposed ·adding a particular form factor to tl;.e fixed-J potential {III: 5). Our estimat:lon of thts factor employed many approximations that required t to be less than s 1 , but it i& plausible that ti:e Regge ,.
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This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.
Neither ~he United States, nor the Comm1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A.
Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or B.
Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on ·behalf of the Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.
